Programme
Thursday April 5 - Wednesday April 11
You are most welcome to join the One World Week 2018 activities!
For more information check: bit.ly/OWW2018
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Foreword
Wageningen University & Research is the only Dutch university and research
institution with a One World Week to celebrate its international identity
and the cultural diversity on its campus. And of course I am very proud
of that. With over 100 nationalities Wageningen University & Research is
a true international organisation. Wageningen University & Research staff
and students want to excel in science and to act as global citizens. We aim
at understanding not only scientific issues, but also our social and cultural
environment. This shapes a way of thinking that enables our students, staff
and alumni to work together in an international context in mutual respect
and understanding.
We are curious to experience different cultures, different approaches and
values and to learn from each other. Actually, many worlds come together in
Wageningen, in the upcoming week we emphasize this. Have a good time!
Prof. dr. Arthur Mol, rector magnificus

One World Week 2018
The One World Week is a week in which we celebrate the international
scope of our education and research and the diversity in the Wageningen
University & Research community. This week focuses on intercultural
cooperation, sharing knowledge and experiences and having fun together.
The One World Week is also a nice opportunity to share your cultural
traditions or festivities that is personal to your home country. A cultural
week for everybody! Grab this chance to interact, connect, have fun and
learn about each other to become a world-wise citizen.
The activities are scheduled during lunch, at the end of the afternoon, in the
evening and in the weekend and take place on Wageningen Campus or in
Wageningen city centre. We have both cultural and sportive activities, such
as: games, workshops, lectures, food, fashion, music and many more. We
look forward to your visit!
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Expositions
Photo Exhibition: Gender Free Zone
For the duration of the One World Week we will show in Orion the Photo
Exhibition: Gender Free Zone. How do you define gender? Is it the state of being
male or female typically used with reference to social and cultural differences
rather than biological ones, is gender black and white, a binary or is it even more
diverse then we can image. The project Gender Free Zone from the photographer
Petra van Velzen is about gender diversity. She believes that gender isn’t a
binary –men/women – but a spectrum with endless variations. The exposition
shows portraits of people with both male and female characteristics and shows
the many forms that the gender spectrum has and the beauty of it.
7 Houses Exhibition
For the duration of the One World Week we will show in Forum on stage the
exhibition 7 houses, an interactive exhibition about “where do you feel at
home?”, made by MakeFactory. The expo consists of 7 houses. Each house
is a surprise, filled with moving images, drawings or sounds. You are invited
to enter the houses and think about the question ‘where do I feel at home?’
and ‘how do I feel at home being away from it?’. The exhibition invites you to
wonder about differences in cultures; what do you find crazy and what do you
think is normal? On Thursday April 5 at 20:00-21:30 in Impulse there will be an
accompanying lecture telling the story of ‘Makefactory on tour’. Makefactory is a
nomadic cultural working space, that traveled the world between summer 2014
and summer 2015. As cultural nomads MakeFactory creates cultural movement
on the spot with and for the people, inviting everyone to join and connect. By
traveling this way we research new ways of education, new ways of tourism and
new ways of living a life on ’the move’.

Catering
During the One World Week the caterer of Impulse, Orion, Forum and
Leeuwenborch will cook special dishes for you from one continent (at regular
prices):
• In Impulse the dishes are from Africa
• In Forum from Asia
• In Orion from Latin America		
• In Leeuwenborch from Europe
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Programme overview
Not sure what the activities are about? You can find more information on
the specific events on the following pages. On page 22 you will find a map
with all the activity locations.
THURSDAY APRIL 5
12.15-12.30 Official opening One World Week
12.30-12.45 Opening Exhibition Gender Free Zone
12.45-13.30 Fashion show A Beautiful Diversity
13.30-14.00 Meet the Mayor
19.30-21.00 An interactive introduction to green
impact at WUR
20.00-21.30 A Day of a Traditional Chinese Student
20.00-21.30 MakeFactory on Tour
22.00-04.00 Open Party KSV Franciscus
FRIDAY APRIL 6
12.30-13.30 Stories around the world
12.30-14.00 Intercultural communication: beyond
stereotypes
Chilean Wine Tasting 2018
Discover Africa: Culture and Cuisines
Olympics
African Dance and Rhythms: Africa Night Party

17.00-20.00
19.00-21.30
19.00-23.00
22.00-03.00

SATURDAY APRIL 7
13.00-16.00 Plantswap; bring your plant to a party!
13.00-15.00 Indonesia Culture Day
13.00-16.00 Book market
15.00-17.00 Nepalese culture show
15.30-17.00 Chinese music through history
21.00-03.00 Latin Night
21.00-03.00 Queer cultures
SUNDAY APRIL 8
13.00-18.00 Board games Afternoon
15.00-18.00 Festival of colours, Holi-Diving into the rich
cultural heritage of India
18.00-20.00 International Potluck Buffet
19.30-21.30 Biodanza Let's Dance!
20.00-23.00 Game Night
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Orion, The Spot
Orion, The Spot
Orion, The Spot
Orion, The Spot
Impulse, NCountR
Wisdom & Wonder
Pavilion
Impulse,
Speakers Corner
KSV Cantil
Lumen Terrace
(enclosed garden)
Forum C104
Impulse, common hall
Orion, The Spot
De Bongerd
LUCA
THUIS Wageningen
THUIS Wageningen
THUIS Wageningen
THUIS Wageningen
Public Library
Wageningen
Orion, The Spot
De Wilde Wereld
Vreemde Streken
THUIS Wageningen
THUIS Wageningen
THUIS Wageningen
THUIS Wageningen

MONDAY APRIL 9
12.30-13.30 Crack the Dutch Code
12.30-14.00 Delfts Blauwe Tompoucen Workshop
18.00-20.00 Welcome cooking and eating with young
refugees in Wageningen
20.00-22.00 Diversity in Human-Nature Relations
20.00-22.00 Crazy Cultural Comedy Cabaret!
20.30-23.00 Cultural Speed dating
TUESDAY APRIL 10
12.30-13.30 Intercultural communication in the
International Classroom
12.30-13.30 ‘¿Habla español?’
12.30-13.30 Lunchconcert: Yentl Flavour
12.30-13.30 3D Christianity
19.00-22.30 International Kitchen
19.30-23.00 Silent Disco
19.30-21.40 I saw the sign (language)
20.00-22.00 Salsa and Kizomba Workshops
23.00-04.00 Aprilfest
WEDNESDAY APRIL 11
12.30-13.30 Guess the Dish
12.30-13.30 Tickly Talks: The WUR & The World
12.00-14.00 Workshop Floral art: A Dutch still Life
18.00-19.00 Closure of the One World Week 2018
18.30-21.30 Culture Quiz

Impulse,
Speakers Corner
Orion, The Spot
Ons Huis
Impulse,
Speakers Corner
THUIS Wageningen
Café Loburg
Forum C104
Forum C103
Impulse,
Speakers Corner
Orion, Wing Forum
Side
KSV Franciscus
Orion,
Wing Forum Side
Heerenstraat theater
Orion, The Spot
KSV Franciscus
Orion, Wing Forum
Side
Impulse,
Speakers Corner
Aeres, Room 018
Wisdom & Wonder
Pavilion
Wisdom & Wonder
Pavilion
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Thursday April 5
Official opening

12.15-12.30

Opening by Arthur Mol, Rector Magnificus Wageningen University & Research.

Orion, The Spot
Opening Exhibition Gender Free Zone

12.30-12.45

How do you define gender? Is it the state of being male or female (typically used
with reference to social and cultural differences rather than biological ones), is
gender black and white, a binary or is it even more diverse then we can image.
The project Gender Free Zone from the photographer Petra van Velzen is a project
about gender diversity. She believes that gender isn’t a binary –men/women – but
a spectrum with endless variations. The exposition shows portraits of people with
both male and female characteristics. Gender Free Zone shows the many forms
that the gender spectrum has and the beauty of it. The exhibition will be opened
by the Photographer, Petra van Velzen. She will tell about her ideas behind this
project and regarding gender diversity and gender expression.

Organised by Petra van Velzen and SHOUT | Orion, The Spot
Fashion Show: A beautiful Diversity

12.45-13.30

We express our style through the clothes we wear. Clothes also represent our
status, strongly held beliefs and how we feel on any given day. Even more than
this, what we choose to put on carries with it a hidden history that reveals our
deep-rooted cultural stories. As global citizens, we all share a common value
in showing off our adornments and here you can get a sample of the diverse
and wonderful ways we have done this. Come and see how different continents
interpreted dressing up in all their dazzling beauty and style.

Organised by ISOW | Orion, The Spot
Meet the Mayor

13.30-14.00

After the Fashion Show you have a possibility to have an informal talk with the Mayor
of Wageningen Geert van Rumund. It is a nice possibility to speak to each other. You
can ask him your curious questions or tell him about your experiences in Wageningen.

Orion, The Spot
A Day of a Traditional Chinese Student

20.00-21.30

Ever desired to experience the daily life of a Chinese student from 1000 years
ago? Image in the morning, you put on traditional Chinese clothes, go to school
and learn calligraphy and mathematics. After lunch, you play games and compete
with your fellow students. This classical event will be presented in a timeline
format of the day. You will experience the “typical day” as a Chinese student, by
taking part in challenges where you can win stamps. Visiting the stand you will
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For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
see Chinese dress attire, calligraphy, abacus calculation, chopstick, etc. try your
hand competing in the challenges. Other activities at this event, include a Chinese
fortune-teller, riddles to solve and dumplings for you taste! You can exchange the
stamps you win for gifts and snacks. Come and enjoy a real Chinese culture event
and taste authentic Chinese food!
You can register for free for this event from 19 to 25 March. Entrance fee for nonregistered visitors is 2 euro cash. Maximum capacity: 50 persons.

Organised by CASSW | Wisdom & Wonder Pavilion
An interactive introduction to green impact at WUR 	

19.30-21.00

This year, the Green Office is launching a new challenge: Green Impact. Originally
designed in the UK in 2006, this interactive program aims to encourage staff to take
simple actions on environmental and socio-economic issues in their offices. Staff
can join as a team to implement more sustainable solutions in their environment,
while students can join to support the teams. The Green Impact program will
be officially kicked off on March 27th, but registration of teams is encouraged
throughout the year. The aim here is to encourage and motivate as many teams
as possible to make WUR even more green. During the activity the program will be
introduced through a short presentation. You can participate in some small games
and discussions to learn more about the program and your role in it!

Organised by Green Office | Impulse, NCountR
Makefactory on tour

20.00-21.30

This lecture tells the story of ‘Makefactory on tour’. Makefactory is a nomadic
cultural working space, that traveled the world between summer 2014 and summer
2015. As cultural nomads MakeFactory creates cultural movement on the spot with
and for the people, inviting everyone to join and connect. By traveling this way we
research new ways of education, new ways of tourism and new ways of living a
life on ’the move’. The interactive exhibition 7 Houses of Makefactory can be seen
during the One World Week in Forum on stage from 6 April to 11 April.

Organised by De MaakFabriek | Impulse, Speakers Corner
Open party KSV Franciscus

22.00-04.00

On Thursday the 5th of April, KSV Franciscus will throw an open party to kick
off the One World Week. Take a look inside one of the biggest Dutch student
associations in town and bring your friends from around the world! See you on
the dance floor? Entrance will be €5, make sure to arrive before 02.00 and don’t
forget to bring your WUR card and ID-card.

Organised by K.S.V. St. Franciscus Xaverius | KSV Cantil
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Friday April 6
Intercultural communication: beyond stereotypes

12.30-14.00

In this workshop, given by guest lecturer Marcel van der Poel, we look at culture,
cultural differences and intercultural communication beyond the clichés and
the stereotypes. Through a range of exercises and interactive assignments you
will actively explore the impact of intercultural sensitivity when dealing with
dissimilar others. In debriefs we share the underlying concepts and models – but
always in a very concise manner, leaving ample room for asking questions about
the practical use of our culture-general learning.

Organised by RUW Foundation | Forum, C104
Stories around the world

12.30-13.30

Carolien de Kovel, a storyteller, will tell us stories from around the globe upon
‘origins’, with stories themed ‘Prometheus creates humans’, ‘How the zebra got
his stripes’, ‘The origin of the Cempasuchil Flower’, to name a few. “Stories have
to be told or they die, and when they die, we can’t remember who we are or
why we’re here.”-- Sue Monk Kidd, author

Organised by Vertelkring Eva Luna | Lumen Terrace (in the enclosed garden)
Chilean Wine Tasting 2018

17.00-20.00

Chilean wine is well recognised worldwide for its quality and renowned collection.
For five years, the Chilean Student Association (AIECh WUR) has organised
a Wine Tasting event in the One World Week. Come and test your taste buds
and learn about wine. Have fun tasting a glass of red or white wine and see if
you know what you are drinking! The association plans to exhibit their wines
in a cultural atmosphere, giving you the experience of their cultural roots and
history of wine use. In this 5th version of the Wine Tasting, participants not only
taste the Chilean wine but also enjoy traditional folk cooking, music, tales, art,
pictures, and more. The event requires previous online registration! We have a
limited capacity for 100 attendees on a first-come first-served principle. Don’t
miss your chance this year!

Organised by AieCh | Impulse, common hall
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For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
Discover Africa: Culture and Cuisines

19.00-21.30

The activity is aimed to help us discover Africa’s diverse cultures and cuisines
where different African countries will offer traditional cuisines and showcase
their artifacts and fashions (traditional African styles e.g. ceremonial attires).
In addition, we hope to have traditional dances presented (e.g. Rhythmic
drumming from Ghana). Expected countries to take part include: Tanzania,
Uganda, Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Somalia, Rwanda, Zimbabwe, Zambia,
South Africa, and Malawi.

Organised by UCAS | Orion, The Spot
Olympics

19.00-23.00

SWU Thymos, IxESN and ISOW offers us their own OWW Olympics. This is an
international sport event in which teams will battle against each other in several
different sports. Make a team with your friends and choose the country you will
represent during this event (including an original team name). Teams need to
exist of 7 persons. Registration by sending an email to swu.thymos@wur.nl.

Organised by SWU Thymos | Sport Centre de Bongerd
African Dance and Rhythms: Africa Night Party

22.00-03.00

Showcasing African cultures can’t be complete without showing the energetic
and enthusiastic dancing rhythms from its countries. This African Night Party is
perfect to get us all in the dancing mood and learn a rhythm or two. Entrance
fee is € 3.00 pp.

Organised by UCAS | LUCA
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Saturday April 7
Plantswap; bring your plant to a party!

13.00-16.00

Let’s swap our plants with other plant lovers. With such an international input
we have a wide variety of plants from all over the world. So bring your green
cuttings, plants and seeds and exchange them for different ones! We have
loads of tips and tricks for you on how to care for your plants and how to grow
cuttings.

Organised by Plantenasiel Wageningen | THUIS Wageningen
Indonesia Culture Day

13.00-15.00

Wageningen university is a vibrant multicultural university so it is a great
chance to introduce Indonesia culture to international students. During the One
World Week, there will be our traditional dance and also traditional musical
performances.
Are you curious how to play angklung? Do you wanna try our local food? Do you
wanna take a picture with our traditional clothes? Then feel free to come to our
booth and let’s experience the wonderful Indonesia!

Organised by PPIW | THUIS Wageningen
Book market

13.00-16.00

Love books? THUIS organizes every Saturday, between 13.00 and 16.00 hours,
a second-hand book fair. So many books with beautiful stories. These books
deserve a second life.
Only € 0.50 per book and of course you can enjoy a cup of coffee or tea. Looking
forward to see you!

Organised by THUIS | THUIS Wageningen
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For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
Nepalese Food and Culture

15.00-17.00

Nepalese Wageningen Student Association will prepare typical Nepalese food.
Nepal is diversified in different ethnicity and caste and during this programme
the Nepalease Association will represent the differences. Nepal has a typical type
of cuisine and dishes and there will be plenty to taste at the show!

Organised by NWSA | THUIS Wageningen
Chinese music through history

15.30-17.00

A concert given by SweetPotato, a traditional Chinese music group. The group
play classical /traditional Chinese pieces, folk songs in classical or modern
arrangement, and modern pieces with traditional Chinese instruments. This
music will take you to the East, travel through time, dive in its culture, wake up
with pleasure. Together we will make it a fantastic experience!

Organised by SweetPotato | Public Library (Bblthk)
Latin Night

21.00-03.00

A cultural event designed for Latin countries to present and display their food,
show their dances and other Latin activities, wrapped up by a Latin party. Come
and dance the night away!

Organised by ISOW | Orion, The Spot
Queer cultures

21.00-03.00

For One World Week we are going to take out all the flags we have and show our
true colors. LGBTQ+ culture has been a big influence of pop culture for some
decades now. Our community shapes language, art and society. But since we are
talking about a party here, we want to introduce Wageningen to LGBTQ+ artists,
that really show how great this community is. But first we are going to throw
another episode of the currently most popular show on the big screen, because
we know what our people want. Because no matter what our origin is, queer
culture connects us on a global scale and everybody is welcome to join.

Organised by SHOUT | De Wilde Wereld
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Sunday April 8
Board games Afternoon

13.00-18.00

An afternoon of board games. A nice and laid-back way of spending an afternoon
and a nice way to meet new people! We have a few giant RISK boards where
you get a prize for conquering certain countries (for example chocolate for
Switzerland and nachos for Mexico), and lots of other board games for you!

Organised by Unitas | Vreemde Streken
Festival of colors: the rich cultural heritage of India

15.00-18.00

Do you want to know about the history and culture of the fastest growing
economy in the World. An MSc student living in Netherlands now for almost
3 years, will present in brief all you have ever wanted to know about India. A
contrast would be the main highlight of this presentation between the western
culture (Netherlands as an example) and the Indian subcontinent, with the help
of visual clips and colourful slides. After this, we will play Holi along with dance
and music performances from some Indian students. The event will be followed
by amazing Indian Dinner during the Potluck.

Organised by Indian Association | THUIS Wageningen
International Potluck Buffet

18.00-20.00

You are invited to join our international potluck buffet in downtown Wageningen.
On behalf of the One World Week, THUIS and Wageningen nationalities are
organising an international buffet. You can contribute by bringing something to
eat or drink coming from your culture. A kitchen is available so you can finish
your meal at THUIS. If you would like to share your favorite (inter)national
dish, provide music, or if you just want to join, please send an email to:
Wageningennationalities@gmail.com

Organised by Wageningen Nationalities & THUIS | THUIS Wageningen
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For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
Biodanza: Let’s dance!

19.30-21.30

Biodanza with drummers. Biodanza is dancing in your own way, relaxing and
moving with the rythymn of the music. We dance alone, together and with the
whole group. The music is from jazz, salsa, up to classical and from all over the
world. Biodanza is about having fun together in the dance, developing yourself
and meeting new people. Biodanza is for anyone who loves music and to dance.
Besides dancing it’s also a way of living your life with respect to nature, cosmos
and other human beings. Come and join us in the dance!

Organised by International Biodanza Wageningen | THUIS Wageningen
Game Night

20.00-23.00

In the mood for a fun and competitive night? You’ve made the right choice! Feel
free to bring your own games!

Organised by IxESN | THUIS Wageningen
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Monday April 9
Crack the Dutch Code

12.30-13.30

How to operate in a Dutch academic setting? In this 1 hour workshop we will
look at 2 aspects of Dutch communication: direct feedback and the egalitarian
approach of discussions. The workshop provides concrete tips on how to cope
and blend in in an internationalised Dutch culture. The workshop is dynamic,
practical, and targeted. We use your personal experience throughout the
workshop.

Organised by Wageningen In’to Languages | Impulse, Speakers Corner
Delfts Blauwe Tompoucen Workshop

12.30-14.00

Come and join us to learn about multipe Dutch traditions. We are famous for
our beloved Dutch pastry and Dutch Delft blue pottery. In this workshop we
will show you how to decorate the pastries in the Deflt blue design using blue
food colouring. We will provide the pastries (tompouces) so no need to bake
them yourselves. For those who do not have a sweet tooth, you are welcome to
decorate a piece of pottery.

Organised by Culture Commission Krater, SSR-W | Orion, The Spot
Welcome cooking and eating with young refugees

18.00-20.00

Connecting through food. Come and meet young refugees from Wageningen
while enjoying an international meal. After the meal feel free to talk and
participate in games. There are 20 places available for students with a cover
charge of €5 pp for the meal. Interested? E-mail marieke.lameris@gmail.com
before Friday April 6.

Organised by Welkom Wageningen | Ons Huis
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For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
Diversity in Human-Nature Relations

20.00-22.00

How do you relate to nature? Have you ever considered where your views on
nature come from? How universal are assumptions on human-nature relations
anyway? And why would that matter? During One World Week, cultural
anthropologist Annet Pauwelussen will delve into the fascinating sociocultural
dimensions of human-nature relations. She will explore how the diverse ways
people understand, value and interact with non-human worlds give shape to
different perspectives on nature conservation, sustainability and conflicts over
natural resources. What are the implications of these differences for conceptions
of environmental justice and for the work of researchers? What is the value of
enhancing our sensitivity to ways of comprehending and experiencing nature
that are very different from what we are used to?

Organised by Studium Generale | Impulse, Speakers Corner
Crazy Cultural Comedy Cabaret!

20.00-22.00

A night of giggles-galore with the Wageningen Comedy Club! We’ve got music,
improv and sketches on the theme of culture. Join us as we make fun of all
nationalities (especially about the Dutch) and enjoy some stereotypical slip-ups
(especially about the Dutch) and some mocking musical madness (especially
about... well, you get the idea!).

Organised by Wageningen Comedy Club | THUIS Wageningen
Cultural Speed dating

20.30-23.00

Interested in different customs from all over the world or want to share your
own traditions? Join the cultural speed dating! Getting to know new people in a
short conversation lasting for about 15 mins per round.

Organised by IxESN & ISOW | Café Loburg
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Tuesday April 10
Intercultural communication - How to improve it

12.30-13.30

How to deal with differences between students of different nationalities in an
effective way? With the number of international students in Wageningen University
on the rise, there needs to be more ways to combat the challenges that come
along. Some internationals leave their home for the first time to find themselves
in an alien country. Also, the Dutch students do not know what to expect from
different cultures. This can result in tensions, and frustrations during group work
in courses. Student Council party for Sustainability & Internationalisation (S&I) will
hold this debate for the 3rd year in a row and have an interactive session involving
both professors and students to see what needs to improve in order to better
accommodate students from various nationalities in the same group.

Organised by S&I, Student Council Party | Forum, C104
‘¿Habla español?’

12.30-13.30

If someone asks you ‘¿Habla español?’, how would you answer? This workshop can
help. It would be going a bit far to say that you’ll be able to answer this question
in the affirmative after this lunch workshop, but what you will be able to do, is
introduce yourself in Spanish and say where you live, what kind of work you do and,
at the very least, you’ll know a thing or two about the beautiful Spanish culture.

Organised by Wageningen In’to Languages | Forum, C103
3D Christianity

12.30-13.30

What do you do when you arrive for the first time in a Christian country? It can
be daunting, and interesting to learn about the religious culture you are residing
in. We all see the world differently. ICF welcomes many international students
and refugees from all over the world. In the past years the workshop has shown
Christian stories using “3D lenses”. In this workshop, we explore these different
perspectives and are curious as to how you find them. Come and be curious!

Organised by ICF | Orion, Wing Forum side
Lunchconcert: Yentl Flavour

12.30-13.30

In this lunch concert you can expect to hear Jiddish traditional songs, Irish
style Instrumentals, Spanish spirit, a song of Rimsky Korsakov or also a French
chanson. And last but not less least; some own compositions will be part of the
Impulse lunch concert.
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Organised by WUR | Impulse, Speakers Corner

For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
International Kitchen

19.00-22.30

Have you been to Germany yet? In this international kitchen workshop you can
enjoy the delicious foods from Germany! Come and get your taste buds working.
Don’t forget to subscribe via the facebook event if you would like to join us. For
a small fee you will get a lovely three course meal. You can continue the German
experience at the afterparty at KSV. A night to remember!

Organised by IxESN | KSV Cantil
I saw the sign (language)

19.30-21.40

Two documentaries about deaf culture in the Netherlands and Uganda will be
shown: ‘Doof Kind’ by Alex de Ronde, about his experiences of life with his own
deaf son; and ‘New Hope School for the Deaf’, about a school for deaf children in
Uganda. The latter is a local production by a Ugandan artist and has been produced
especially for Talking Hands, a foundation that supports deaf children and youth
in Uganda. The films will be introduced and connected to each other by means of
a discussion. Talking Hands will give a presentation on their work in Uganda. As
a fundraising element, Ugandan crafts will be sold and there will be a donation
box. Also there is interactive crash course Dutch sign language, provided by the
organisation Gebaar Ede. Entrance fee € 7.00

Organised by Heerenstraat Theater | Heerenstraat Theater
Silent Disco

19.30-23.00

Silent Disco with 45 headphones and two DJ’s

Organised by Bierproefvereniging PQDQ | Orion, Wing Forum side
Salsa and Kizomba Workshops

20.00-22.00

L’Afrique is an Afro Latin dance school in Wageningen where you can learn
Salsa and Kizomba. During One World Week we are looking forward to bringing
everyone together with our dance workshops.

Organised by L’Afrique | Orion, The Spot
Aprilfest

23.00-04.00

Why wait until October to celebrate one of Germans largest folk festivals? Just after
the ‘German kitchen’, hosted by IxESN, K.S.V. Franciscus organizes an Oktoberfest.
Our party room will be transformed in German style to make you experience our
neighbouring country’s best party! Don’t forget to wear Lederhosen. Jetzt geht’s los!

Organised by K.S.V. St. Franciscus Xaverius | KSV
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Wednesday April 11
Guess the dish

12.30-13.30

On behalf of Ceres International Activities, we present to you the Dutch cuisine
with a twist: Guess the Dish! Blindfolded we invite you to guess what Dutch
delicacy is offered to you, and of course, a beautiful prize will be given to the
individual with the most fine-tuned palate! Release your inner Gordon Ramsay
and get acquainted with the good (and perhaps the bad) that Dutch food has
to offer.

Organised by Ceres | Orion, Wing Forum side
Tickly Talks: The WUR & The World

12.30-13.30

A ‘fishbowl conversation’ is a method to stimulate a dynamic and self-managed
dialogue..During this open “fishbowl” debate session, all participants can
share their visions on the global reach of the WUR. The WUR reaches out to
many places in the world and many people from different nationalities come to
Wageningen. What is the impact of the WUR around the world? And what do
international students think of their studies in Wageningen? These are the topics
we want to discuss in this dynamic debate.

Organised by Otherwise | Impulse, Speakers Corner
Workshop Floral Art: A Dutch still life

12.00-14.00

Flowers connect people. In this workshop the participants create their own floral
still life that fits the personality of the maker. There is room for everyone’s own
accent and the participants can get to know each other. We will choose color in
green! There is a limit of 20 participants for this workshop.
Please subscribe at least one week in advance, by the 4th of April, by sending an
email to j.camps@aeres.nl. A vase and flowers are included in this workshop.

Organised by Aeres | Aeres, room 018
Closure One World Week 2018

18.00-19.00

Organised by OWW team | Wisdom & Wonder Pavilion
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For programme updates, information,
costs and registration check:
bit.ly/OWW2018
Culture Quiz

18.30-21.30

Culture quiz during which both fun and serious topics will be addressed. 7
rounds with 10 questions per round, topics are: Traditions, Communication
(body language, different meanings of one sign depending on culture),
Geography, Food, Picture round (match flags and countries), Facts (# cultures
at Wageningen, distance London - Paris) and Music (typical music). Wearing
traditional costumes is appreciated.

Organised by the Spot board, Student Council, ISOW and IxESN |
Wisdom & Wonder Pavilion
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Locations of the activities
Wageningen Campus
1
Orion
Bronland 1 (building 103)
2
Forum
Droevendaalsesteeg 2 (building 102)
3
Impulse & Restaurant of the Future
Stippeneng 2 (building 115)
4
Wisdom & Wonder Pavilion (100yrs WUR tent)
Between Atlas and Forum
5
Aeres University
Mansholtlaan 18 (building C)
6
Sports Centre De Bongerd
Bornsesteeg 2 (building 130)
6a Leeuwenborch
Hollandseweg 1 (building 201)
6b Lumen enclosed Garden
Droevendaalsesteeg 3a (building 100)
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5

Wageningen City Centre
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Public Library (Bblthk)		
LUCA		
Vreemde Streken
De Wilde Wereld		
Heerenstraat Theater 		
THUIS
Café Loburg		
Ons Huis not on map
KSV Franciscus not on map		

Stationsstraat 2
Herenstraat 31
Bevrijdingsstraat 38
Burgtstraat 1
Molenstraat 1b
Stationsstraat 32
Molenstraat 6
Harnjesweg 84
Stadsbrink 373
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One
World
Week
Fashion show • Olympics • Latin night • Chilean Wine Tasting
African Culture • Asian Festival • International kitchen XL
and many other activities
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